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Topics:

• Choosing When It’s Confusing: Better Decision-Making

• Creating More Space And Time In Your Life

• Managing Multiple Priorities: Doing More With Less

• Overworked Or Overwhelmed?

      

   

The best presentations happen when the audience, speaker, meeting professional, and sponsoring
organization all get to win! From the first minute on, Jeff Davidson delivers electrifying keynote
presentations geared to meet the needs of each audience. Find out why meeting professionals say,
"You were a pleasure to work with," and "We'll have you back."

"My ultimate goal, always, is to involve everyone in the meeting room, even those way in the
back, for the duration of the program. In other words, everyone in it, for every minute."

Since his first paid presentation in 1983, Jeff has learned a lot about what audiences need, want,
and expect, which boils down to four vital ingredients:
-to be informed
-to be entertained
-to participate in some way
-and most of all to be inspired to take action

Jeff has spoken in almost every industry from aviation to zoology, and has addressed individuals in
administration, banking, education, finance, government, health care, manufacturing, retailing,
and wholesaling. He has also addressed charitable organizations, executive round tables, and
partner's programs. His client list includes many companies among the Fortune 500, and national
and international associations and organizations.

The hallmark of Jeff 's keynote presentations is an insatiable quest to find an easier way to do
things, a versatile intellect, an empathetic perspective, and an extraordinary capability to focus on
the current issues and obstacles blocking the path of today's career professionals. These qualities
are all brought to bear as Jeff actively engages, stimulates, and inspires his readers and his
audiences. The result is an enjoyable, educational, uplifting experience.

"Before I speak to a group, I do a lot of homework. I visit the organization's entire website. I get
quarterly or annual reports, memos, manuals, organization charts, previous meeting flyers and
announcements... anything and everything to help become more familiar with the audience."

Jeff strives to leave his audiences on a high note that encourages them to take what they've
learned... right back to their desks or their homes and put it into practice!

      

Jeff Davidson and many great motivational speakers and keynote speakers ... http://www.greatkeynotespeakers.com/speakers.html?speaker=401
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